Another great facility, this ride follows the Railway Reserve from Victory Square to Beatson Road. You will cross the Annesbrook overbridge and be rewarded with the Annesbrook Youth Park to play on.

**GRADE:** Moderate

**DISTANCE/TIME:** 4 kms, (20-30 minutes) each way

**CONDITIONS:** On-road and off-road cycleways, sealed and unsealed. The railway reserve is a gentle uphill climb.

**START LOCATION:** St Vincent Street/Totara Street

**POINTS OF INTEREST**
Vanguard and Victory are named after Lord Nelson’s ships and St Vincent was a famous battle.

**ROUTE DIRECTIONS**
Start at beginning of Railway Reserve (adjacent to Victory School).
Cycle up the Railway Reserve Track, then turn right onto Beatson Road, following it down to the roundabout.
Move onto the shared path on the right hand side after the roundabout. Continue on to the Stafford Avenue overbridge, crossing it to reach the Annesbrook roundabout (David Langdon) overbridge for cyclists and pedestrians.
Cycle down to the Annesbrook Youth Park.
Return as you came or link with another ride.

**LINKS**
Connect with Ride 4 (Old Railway Route) or bike the short distance along Tahunanui Drive to return to the city via Ride 1 (Waterfront Ride).